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TUMBA-FUNDA AND BALOMBO BOULDERS (BIMBE, GALE CRATER, MARS) 
SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DETAILS 

Note that some of the figures identified here are in the main text of “Extraformational sediment 
recycling on Mars”. 

Sedimentology 

Observations 
The Tumba-Funda and Balombo boulders are weakly stratified (Fig. S5-1 and Figs. 6D, 7B, 9A, 
in main paper) and exhibit pebble-rich layers. Some pebbles are arranged in clusters. Overall, 
the fabric is disorganized and shows little evidence of preferential clast orientation (e.g., 
imbrication). Pebbles stand in relief on each boulder; some protrude on windward surfaces (Fig. 
9A in main paper), and some on the boulder tops have streamlined tails on their aeolian lee 
sides (e.g., Fig. 9A in main paper). Grain size distribution analysis (Fig. S5-1)—using the 
approach of Banham et al. (2018)—shows that the Tumba-Funda boulder is a poorly sorted, 
clast-supported pebble conglomerate with a sandy matrix. The primary grain size of the matrix is 
coarse sand; the framework grains are mostly fine to medium pebbles (Fig. S5-1C). The shape of 
the coarser fraction is size-dependent, fine pebbles are tabular to semi-spherical and rounded to 
well rounded; larger clasts are mostly sub-angular and have a low sphericity (Fig. S5-1B). No 
fractures or veins are observed in the Tumba-Funda or Balombo boulders. Recessive, pebble-
sized white features are present in the Tumba-Funda boulder (Fig. 8 in main paper) but not in 
the Balombo boulder (Fig 9A in main paper). 

Interpretations 
Although the conglomeratic boulders at Bimbe are float rocks (Wiens et al., 2020), their internal 
sedimentary structures and textures permit interpretation of their original sedimentary 
depositional processes and settings. The presence of grains of up to very coarse pebble size, and 
the evidence for rounding of these clasts, are characteristics consistent with aqueous transport 
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and deposition. Like other conglomerates observed in Gale crater (Williams et al., 2013), their 
rounded clasts indicate abrasion associated with bedload transport. The poor sorting, polymodal 
grain size distribution, and disorganized fabric suggest rapid deposition with a limited capacity to 
sort grains. These clasts were likely deposited by sediment-charged stream-flood flows, terms 
that refer to episodic, high magnitude discharge conditions that transport and rapidly deposit 
grains of a range of sizes (e.g., Pierson and Scott, 1985; Went, 2005; Blair and McPherson, 
2009). The absence of a preferred orientation among the larger clasts supports this view. The 
boulder surfaces have been subjected to recent aeolian erosion; pebbles protrude on the boulder 
sides and streamlined wind tails occur behind some of the protruding pebbles on their nearly 
planar top-surfaces. 

 

 

Figure S5-1. Tumba-Funda boulder granulometric properties and sedimentary structures. 
(A) MAHLI mosaic covering part of the Tumba-Funda boulder, showing weak stratification 
(white lines). Dashed box indicates the location of B. (B) Grain size point count measurements 
(white lines) via gridded (green) pattern used to produce plot C per method described by Banham 
et al. (2018). (C) Grain size distribution for the measured area. Image identifiers: (A) Portions of 
MAHLI focus merge products 1408MH0001630000502846R00, 
1408MH0001630000502848R00, and 1408MH0001630000502850R00; (B) MAHLI focus 
merge product 1408MH0001630000502850R00. (C) Grain size measurement data are in Table 
S5-1 (file Table_S5_1_TumbaFundaBoulder_GrainSizeMeasurements.xlsx).  
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Igneous and Impact Melt Rock Fragments 

Neither the Tumba-Funda nor the Balombo boulder consists entirely of sedimentary rock 
fragments. Indeed, only a few examples are identified with certainty, including Tumba, Funda, 
the layered clast in Figure 7D (in main paper), the sandstone pebble at Bolombo (Fig. 9B in 
main paper), and the features similar to Funda in the Tumba-Funda boulder (Fig. 8 in main 
paper). The pebbles and sands observed via the APXS 4-spot raster at Funda (Supplement 3, 
Fig. S3-1) are mafic siliciclastics. MAHLI images of the APXS raster area (Supplement 3, Fig. 
S3-1) provide the most detailed views of some of the other pebbles in the Tumba-Funda boulder 
(Fig. S5-2); these permit a few basic observations regarding the petrography of the siliciclastic 
pebbles. 

Observations 
Figure S5-2A shows some of the pebbles on the Tumba-Funda boulder near Funda. Figure S5-
2B shows part of a ~7.4 x ~ 4.9 mm pebble that displays a porphyritic texture with light gray 
laths in a dark gray, aphanitic groundmass. Figure S5-2C shows a pebble that includes a ~2 mm 
light gray component protruding from dark gray, fine-grained material. The dark gray material 
contains smaller, lighter-toned, angular features; the top part of the light gray component has a 
vitreous luster. The pebble in Figure S5-2D (which could be two very similar, smaller pebbles) 
is (or are) dominated by light gray material containing darker gray components; the light gray 
material might be somewhat pink, but this is uncertain. The pebble in Figure S5-2E is in 
shadow; stretching the dynamic range of the original image shows that it is dark gray and 
contains lighter-gray, angular features (one is triangular) that are ~100–260 µm across. 

Interpretations 
The pebble in Figure S5-2B is interpreted to be igneous; it could either be a fragment derived 
from a lava flow or a shallow intrusive rock (less likely, it could be an impact melt but 
porphyritic textures in such rocks are generally unknown). Interpreting the pebble in Figure S5-
2C is more challenging, as it could be a piece of a volcanic, shallow intrusive, or impact melt 
rock, or it could be an impact breccia. The light gray part of the pebble in Figure S5-2C, with its 
vitreous luster, might include quartz or some other high silica material. The light-toned, mottled 
pebble(s) in Figure S5-2D could be a cumulate igneous rock fragment(s) (i.e., plutoniclast(s)), 
but this is highly uncertain; it or they could otherwise be a fragment (or fragments) of a coarser-
grained portion of a volcanic rock or impact melt; impact breccia is also an option. The dark gray 
pebble in Figure S5-2E, which contains small, angular, light gray objects, could be a porphyritic 
volcanic rock, a clast-bearing impact melt, or an impact breccia. 

Interpretation of the rock type for each of the four pebbles highlighted in Figure S5-2 is difficult 
in the absence of thin sections. They are not sedimentary lithoclasts, the one in Figure S5-2B is 
from a lava or shallow igneous intrusion, and the other three can be interpreted as igneous rock, 
impact melt rock, or impact breccia fragments. The source area for the clasts in this boulder 
would therefore have to include (1) sedimentary rocks to provide clasts such as Tumba and 
Funda, (2) extrusive or shallow intrusive igneous rocks—or pebbles in a preceding conglomerate 
or breccia derived initially from such rocks, and (3) other rock types derived from igneous or 
impact processes (extrusive igneous, intrusive igneous, impact melt, impact breccia)—or pebbles 
in a conglomerate or breccia initially derived from such rocks. 
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Figure S5-2. Examples of igneous and (perhaps) impact melt rock pebbles in the Tumba-Funda 
boulder. (A) Funda in context with a variety of protruding pebbles and granules; note scale. The 
locations of B–E are indicated. (B) Pebble containing light gray phenocrysts, probably 
plagioclase; interpreted to be an igneous extrusive or shallow intrusive rock fragment. (C) Gray 
pebble with white protrusion (arrow) and a vitreous luster. (D) Pebble or pebbles with light and 
dark gray mottling, with a hint of pink. (E) Gray pebble, in full shadow, containing angular 
fragments or phenocrysts; the arrow points to one that is triangular. The pebbles in C–E could be 
igneous or impact melt fragments or impact breccias. Image identifiers: (A) Mosaic of portions 
of MAHLI focus merge products 1411MH0005840000503002R00, 
1411MH0005840000503010R00, 1411MH0005840000503006R00, and 
1411MH0005840000503014R00. (B) Portion of MAHLI focus merge product 
1411MH0005840000503006R00. (C) Portion of MAHLI focus merge product 
1411MH0005840000503010R00. (D) Portion of MAHLI focus merge product 
1411MH0005840000503010R00. (E) Portion of MAHLI focus merge product 
1411MH0005840000503002R00. 
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